
APPENDIX E 

Economic Commentary (provided by Link Asset Services) 

UK.  Economy. Over the last two years, the coronavirus outbreak has done huge 

economic damage to the UK and to economies around the world. After the Bank of 

England took emergency action in March 2020 to cut Bank Rate to 0.10%, it left 
Bank Rate unchanged at its subsequent meetings until raising it to 0.25% at its 

meeting on 16th December 2021, 0.50% at its meeting of 4th February 2022 and then 
to 0.75% in March 2022.  

The UK economy has endured several false dawns through 2021/22, but with most 
of the economy now opened up and nearly back to business-as-usual, the GDP 

numbers have been robust (9% y/y Q1 2022) and sufficient for the MPC to focus on 
tackling the second-round effects of inflation, now that the CPI measure has already 
risen to 6.2% and is likely to exceed 8% in April. 

Gilt yields fell towards the back end of 2021, but despite the war in Ukraine gilt yields 
have shot higher in early 2022.  At 1.38%, 2-year yields remain close to their recent 

11-year high and 10-year yields of 1.65% are close to their recent six-year high. 
These rises have been part of a global trend as central banks have suggested they 

will continue to raise interest rates to contain inflation. 

Historically, a further rise in US Treasury yields will probably drag UK gilt yields 

higher.  There is a strong correlation between the two factors.   However, the 
squeeze on real household disposable incomes arising from the 54% leap in April 

utilities prices as well as rises in council tax, water prices and many phone contract 
prices, are strong headwinds for any economy to deal with.  In addition, from 1st April 
2022, employees also pay 1.25% more in National Insurance tax.  Consequently, 

inflation will be a bigger drag on real incomes in 2022 than in any year since records 
began in 1955.  

Average inflation targeting. This was the major change in 2020/21 adopted by the 

Bank of England in terms of implementing its inflation target of 2%.   The key 

addition to the Bank’s forward guidance in August 2020 was a new phrase in the 
policy statement, namely that “it does not intend to tighten monetary policy until there 

is clear evidence that significant progress is being made in eliminating spare 
capacity and achieving the 2% target sustainably”.  That mantra now seems very 
dated.  Inflation is the “genie” that has escaped the bottle, and a perfect storm of 

supply side shortages, labour shortages, commodity price inflation, the impact of 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and subsequent Western sanctions all point to inflation 

being at elevated levels until well into 2023. 

USA. The flurry of comments from Fed officials following the mid-March FOMC 

meeting – including from Chair Jerome Powell himself – hammering home the 
hawkish message from the mid-March meeting, has had markets pricing in a further 
225bps of interest rate increases in 2022 on top of the initial move to an interest rate 

range of 0.25% - 0.5%. 

In addition, the Fed is expected to start to run down its balance sheet.  Powell noted 

that the rundown could come as soon as the next meeting in May. 



The upward pressure on inflation from higher oil prices and potential knock-on 
impacts on supply chains all argue for tighter policy (CPI is estimated at 7.8% across 

Q1), but the hit to real disposable incomes and the additional uncertainty points in 
the opposite direction. 

More recently, the inversion of the 10y-2y Treasury yield spread at the end of March 
led to predictable speculation that the Fed’s interest rate hikes would quickly push 
the US economy into recession. Q1 GDP growth is likely to be only between 1.0% 

and 1.5% annualised (down from 7% in Q4 2021). But, on a positive note, the 
economy created more than 550,000 jobs per month in Q1, a number unchanged 

from the post-pandemic 2021 average.   Unemployment is only 3.8%. 

EU. With euro-zone inflation having jumped to 7.5% in March it seems increasingly 

likely that the ECB will accelerate its plans to tighten monetary policy. It is likely to 

end net asset purchases in June – i.e., earlier than the Q3 date which the ECB 
targeted in March. And the market is now anticipating possibly three 25bp rate hikes 

later this year followed by more in 2023.  Policymakers have also hinted strongly that 
they would re-start asset purchases if required. In a recent speech, Christine 
Lagarde said “we can design and deploy new instruments to secure monetary policy 

transmission as we move along the path of policy normalisation.”  

While inflation has hit the headlines recently, the risk of recession has also been 

rising. Among the bigger countries, Germany is most likely to experience a 
“technical” recession because its GDP contracted in Q4 2021, and its performance 
has been subdued in Q1 2022. However, overall, Q1 2022 growth for the Eurozone 

is expected to be 0.3% q/q with the y/y figure posting a healthy 5.2% gain.  Finishing 
on a bright note, unemployment fell to only 6.8% in February. 

China.  After a concerted effort to get on top of the virus outbreak in Q1 of 2020, 

economic recovery was strong in the rest of the year; however, 2021 has seen the 
economy negatively impacted by political policies that have focussed on constraining 

digital services, restricting individual freedoms, and re-establishing the power of the 
One-Party state.  With the recent outbreak of Covid-19 in large cities, such as 

Shanghai, near-term economic performance is likely to be subdued. Official GDP 
numbers suggest growth of c4% y/y, but other data measures suggest this may be 
an overstatement. 

Japan. The Japanese economic performance through 2021/22 is best described as 

tepid.  With a succession of local lockdowns throughout the course of the year, GDP 

is expected to have risen only 0.5% y/y with Q4 seeing a minor contraction.  The 
policy rate has remained at -0.1%, unemployment is currently only 2.7% and inflation 
is sub 1%, although cost pressures are mounting. 

World growth. World growth is estimated to have expanded 8.9% in 2021/22 

following a contraction of 6.6% in 2020/21. 

Deglobalisation. Until recent years, world growth has been boosted by increasing 

globalisation i.e. countries specialising in producing goods and commodities in which 
they have an economic advantage and which they then trade with the rest of the 

world. This has boosted worldwide productivity and growth, and, by lowering costs, 
has also depressed inflation. However, the rise of China as an economic superpower 

over the last 30 years, which now accounts for 18% of total world GDP (the USA 
accounts for 24%), and Russia’s recent invasion of Ukraine, has unbalanced the 
world economy. In addition, after the pandemic exposed how frail extended supply 



lines were around the world, both factors are now likely to lead to a sharp 
retrenchment of economies into two blocs of western democracies v. autocracies. It 

is, therefore, likely that we are heading into a period where there will be a reversal of 
world globalisation and a decoupling of western countries from dependence on 

China (and to a much lesser extent Russia) to supply products and vice versa. This 
is likely to reduce world growth rates. 

Central banks’ monetary policy. During the pandemic, the governments of western 

countries have provided massive fiscal support to their economies which has 
resulted in a big increase in total government debt in each country. It is therefore 

very important that bond yields stay low while debt to GDP ratios slowly subside 
under the impact of economic growth. This provides governments with a good 
reason to amend the mandates given to central banks to allow higher average levels 

of inflation than we have generally seen over the last couple of decades. Both the 
Fed and Bank of England have already changed their policy towards implementing 

their existing mandates on inflation, (and full employment), to hitting an average level 
of inflation. Greater emphasis could also be placed on hitting subsidiary targets e.g. 
full employment before raising rates. Higher average rates of inflation would also 

help to erode the real value of government debt more quickly. 

 


